The American Institute of Architects Queens Design Awards reintroduces a program established to highlight and encourage excellence in architectural design, to raise awareness of the man-made environment to the public, and to honor the significance projects across the Borough of Queens.

Each entry was evaluated individually, and not in competition with others. The jury used anonymous written and visual material submitted for their analysis. Jury considerations included design quality, functional utility, economy, environmental harmony, sustainability, accessibility, aesthetic delight, creativity, craftsmanship and innovation.

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Institutional

AL-IMAN CENTER
Astoria, Queens

JMV ARCHITECT, P.C.
Jacqueline Velez - Architect
Carlos Rodriguez - Architecture Team
Salih Ahmed, SFFTS, Inc. - Contractor
Tarek M. Zied, PE PLLC - Structural Engineer

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Urban Planning / Design

SHEET METAL WORKERS’ LOCAL TRAINING FACILITY ADDITION
Jamaica, Queens

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
William Gati - Architect

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Beyond Queens / International

WULIEPOCH CULTURE CENTER
Beijing, China

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS PLLC
Architecture Team: Ji Yuan Zhang; Xiaojun Bu; Ping Jiang Wei Huang; Zhen Wei Li; Ran Yan; Lairon Zheng; Jue Wang; Leilei Ma; Bo Huang; Chuan Qin; Lianhua Liu; Chunyu Cao; Jiang Wu; Weicong Lin
Contractor: Sino Ocrean Real Estate
Structural Engineer: Beijing Saturni Engineering Consultant Co., Ltd., Qing Zuo, Duomin Wang, Bin Ma, Yue Yu
MEP Engineer: Gong Cheng, Zhenwei Li
Civil Engineer: Beijing Saturni Engineering Consultant Co., Ltd., Qing Zuo, Duomin Wang, Bin Ma, Yue Yu
Landscape Architect: LANDAU International Design
Other Consultant: Design Republic, Beijing Guanghu Purilighting Co., Ltd., SDCIC Construction Group Co., Ltd., Sunshine Landscape

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Unbuilt

EAST NEW YORK
East New York, Brooklyn

FRANK J. QUATELA ARCHITECT, P.C.
Gabriel Techera, Project Captain - Architecture Team
Saber Kefalas Engineers P.C. - MEP Engineer
RAS P.E. Consultant Engineers - Structural Engineer

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Adaptive Reuse / Historic Preservation

CAMPESE RESIDENCE
Douglaston, NY

KEVIN WOLFE ARCHITECT, P.C.
Kevin Wolfe - Architect
Pam Brodierick - Interior Designer
Mike Albano, Albano Construction - Contractor
Markis Consulting Engineering - Structural Engineer